Role of CD30 in B/T segregation in the spleen.
In this report, we identify an important function for CD30 signals in the effective segregation of B and T lymphocytes in the murine spleen, additional to the recognized requirement for lymphotoxin signals. We show that CD30 signals are not required for transcription or protein expression of homeostatic chemokines, but CD30-deficient mice display impaired B/T segregation. This defect correlates with defective expression as detected by Abs of the transmembrane mucin-type protein podoplanin on T zone stroma, although expression at other sites is normal. Defective segregation is not intrinsic to CD30-deficient lymphocytes which segregate normally following transfer into RAG-deficient mice and significantly up-regulate the expression of both CCL21 and podoplanin on T zone stroma of RAG-deficient mice. During development, induction of expression of the CD30 ligand by lymphoid tissue inducer cells and podoplanin by T zone stroma are temporally linked, and the spatial association of these cells suggests that lymphoid tissue inducer cells are capable of providing the CD30 signals. Finally, we show that the appearance of podoplanin on T zone stroma in development is associated with B/T segregation of splenic white pulp areas. Our studies indicate that homeostatic chemokine expression by itself is not sufficient for B/T segregation and our data point to a significant role for podoplanin or molecules associated with podoplanin expressing stroma in the effective segregation of lymphocytes.